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Outcome-based definition

QCr would be the branch of science studying the

quantum mechanical functions (and properties derived

from them) in crystals. This includes the investigation, in

position or in momentum space, of charge and spin

density, wavefunctions, density matrices, based on

experiments, on theoretical calculations or on a
combination of them.

Crystals as quantum objects

QCr is the study of those properties and phenomena

which occur in crystalline matter and can be explained
only by quantum mechanics,

especially the interaction between matter and radiation

(which reveals the atomic and electronic structure of a

compound) as well as the bonding between atoms or

molecules (which dictates the electronic structure and

explains the behavior of a material). The experimental

methods include scattering and spectroscopic techniques,

with observations enabling to refine quantum mechanical
models that reveal structural or functional features.

Quantum crystallography as a multidisciplinary field

When quantum crystallographic studies tackle all

quantum mechanics- based problems in crystallography.

This includes molecular chemists, biochemists and

solid-state chemists using of improved models for

equilibrium structures at specific thermodynamic

conditions. Materials scientists may appreciate an

improved knowledge of the dynamics of atomic and

electronic structures under perturbation. Theoretical 

chemists will find new and more precise ways to test 

their theoretical models.

Quantum Crystallography (QC) - introduced in the 1990s by 

Massa, Huang and Karle who defined Quantum Crystallography 

as a collection of: 

(1) techniques for which crystallographic information 

enhances quantum mechanical calculations 

and 

(2) methods in which quantum mechanics enhances the 

information available from a crystallographic experiments. 

Definitions of QC

Original definition of QC

[1] L. Massa, L Huang, J. Karle, Int. J. Quantum Chem.: Quantum Chem. Symp., 1995, 29, 372-384.
[2] L. Massa, L Huang, J. Karle, Int. J. Quantum Chem., 1992, 96, 8986.



TAAM

ca. 99.7%   of all structural studies

ca. 0.3% of all structural studies

ca. 1.5 mln of crystal structures (CSD, ICSD, PDB + other data banks)

Jayatilaka & Dittrich Acta Cryst A, 64 (3) (2008) 383–393 Introduction

Structure of modern crystallography

ELMO+HAR



Theoretical quantum crystallography

Quantum Crystallography

Development of experimental techniques and instruments

Charge density from X-ray diffraction

Density matrix refinement

Wavefunction-based refinement

Quantum refinement of biological molecules

X-ray diffraction and N-representability

Dynamic quantum crystallography

Electron density from quantitative convergent-beam electron diffraction

Chemical bonding analysis

Crystal Engineering

Spin densities

Molecular and extended solids

Quantum crystallography and materials science

Crystal structure prediction

Analysis of errors

Advances in instrumentation

Crystal structire prediction

CryEM and Electron diffraction

Quantitative estimation of energy of interactions

Applications in medicine, pharmacy etc



ADPs – Anisotropic Displacement Parameters

Harmonic atomic temperature factor (Debye-Waller factor)

Third order anharmonic terms Fourth order anharmonic terms
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Anharmonic approach - Gram-Charlier expansion formalism :



CRISTAL beamline at SOLEIL (Paris, France)

l=0.41Angstrom

ANDOR CCD Camera (iKon-M 934)

Diacell© One20DAC

Ca3Al2(SiO4)3 - Grossular



RMCProfile – a big box Reversed Monte Carlo 
program for Pair Distribution Function

• big box modelling technique require a supercell of crystallographic unit

• based on random move generator

• works on real and reciprocal space dataset and also powder Bragg 
diffraction patterns

• a variety of extra constrains can be applied

• possibly also a diffuse single crystal and EXAFS dataset can be included



Relativistic effect

𝑟 =
𝑍𝑒2

𝑚𝑣2

𝐸 = −
(2𝜋2𝑒4)

(𝑛2ℎ2)
𝑚𝑍2

Three major aspects:

• Radial contraction

Orbit radius will decrease when relativistic
mass is taken into account

• The spin-orbit splitting

The subshelss with l > 0 will be splitted into
two groups

• Changes in orbital energy

s and p orbitals’ energies decrease while
for d and f orbitals increase

𝐄𝐱𝐚𝐦𝐩𝐥𝐞𝐬:
1. Yellow color of the gold
2. Low melting temperature of the 

mercury
3. High voltage of the lead-acid battery

„What keeps that 
golden twinkle
bright? Mass 

increases near 
the speed of 

light!”
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Potential 2-wavelength experiments

Electron densities of the excited states
Proper detectors to play with energy tresholds



Extremely high quality of row X-ray data allowing for:

1. Anharmonic treatment of light atoms including H-atom.

2. Joint refinement of structure/electron density/wavefunction and PDF local phenomena,

correlation of results of such methods and application of aspherical approaches in PDF.

3. Obtaining of reliable quantitative relativistic effects for systems with heavy atoms.

4. Quantitative studies of at electron density of crystals

(including minerals) under pressure. 

5. Reliable quantitative electron densities for proteins in 

different constraint refinements

6. Multiwavelength experiments aiming at electron densities

of excited states
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X-Xay Data Quality



Pros:
- stable helium cryostream
- Cd-Te detector
- neatly organized equipment in alphabetically ordered drawers
- possiblity to measure crystal size on the computer screen
- verbal information when the experiment is finished
- very useful equipment to prepare the capillaries

Cons:
- difficult centering of the crystal - low quality of camera image
- no possibility to record a movie for absorption correction
- goniometer needs an additional circle
- helium dewar in uncomfortable position (too close to the search hutch button)
- no possibility of changing the beam size by user
- quite loud surrounding in the working area
- It would be great to add an extra light source
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Conclusions

ASFs

….with a better resolution… 
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